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Abstract. This paper presents the approach to functional test
automation of services (black-box testing) and service architectures (grey-box testing) that has been developed within the
MIDAS project and is accessible on the MIDAS SaaS. In particular, the algorithms and techniques adopted for addressing
input and oracle generation, dynamic scheduling, and session
planning issues supporting service functional test automation
are illustrated. More specifically, the paper details: (i) the
test input generation based on formal methods and temporal
logic specifications, (ii) the test oracle generation based on
service formal specifications, (iii) the dynamic scheduling of
test cases based on probabilistic graphical reasoning, and (iv)
the reactive, evidence-based planning of test sessions with on
the fly generation of new test cases. Finally, the utilisation of
the MIDAS prototype for the functional test of operational
services and service architectures in the healthcare industry
is reported and assessed. A planned evolution of the technology deals with the testing and troubleshooting of distributed
systems that integrate connected objects (IoT).

1 Introduction
Service orientation is the design and implementation style
most adopted in the digital economy. Cooperation between
organisational entities, systems, applications and connected
objects is carried out through distributed architectures of
service components that: (i) handle a collection of business
and/or technical functions, (ii) are accessible through Application Programming Interfaces (APIs), (iii) interact through
service protocols such as REST/XML, REST/JSON [84],
SOAP [62] . . . , (iv) are distributed on different processes
and physical/virtual machines, and (v) are deployed independently of each other. In brief, services are loosely coupled and

this feature intrinsically enables agility of the engineering,
delivery and deployment processes.
The Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) [39] approach
has been employed for fifteen years to let heterogeneous
applications cooperate [63]. More recently, systems have
made available their functionalities to browsers and mobile
apps through service APIs. Presently, the internal structures
of applications, once monolithic, are going to be (re)designed
as micro-services architectures [64] that are particularly well
adapted for cloud deployment. With the service orientation applied to the Internet of Things (IoT) – things as
(micro-)services [73] – there will be billions of services in
the digital ecosystem (trillions in perspective).
The development, integration, delivery and deployment
in the production environment of each component release
can be accomplished independently from one another, if the
service specifications (interfaces and semantics) are implemented consistently. This is the case for corrective maintenance – only implementation changes for bug fixing – but
can also be the case of perfective maintenance, when service
specifications evolve in a backward-compatible manner, by
adding new operations without changing the old ones, or
by implementing already planned extensions of input/output
data structures.
The service integration process is a pure testing process.
Integrating a service component with other upstream and
downstream services means testing that the interactions are
accomplished as specified and that they produce the expected
effects. The service integration process is comprised of all
testing activities: functional, security, robustness and performance.
Usually, testing activities are placed as stages between the
service build release formation and its delivery in the production environment (the service build integration pipeline [1]).
The transition of the service build release from one stage
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team’s evaluation of the experience. Finally, Section 6 discusses major advantages of the new solution and outlines
future work.

2 Related work
Fig. 1: Service build integration pipeline.

to the next one is permitted only when the stage tests pass,
otherwise the sequence is interrupted and restarted with the
check-in of the updated code. An example of service build
pipeline is sketched in Fig. 1. The test tasks in each stage
and the chosen sequence of the test stages should maximise
the effectiveness (the fault exposing potential and the troubleshooting efficacy) and the efficiency (the fault detection
rate) of the testing tasks.
A new service build release should be firstly submitted to
acceptance white-box tests. All subsequent test stages target
different aspects of the service external behaviour and are
independent of the service implementation technology. The
service build pipeline can be automated. A single pipeline
stage can be fully automated, if: (i) its internal tasks can
be fully automated and the stage produces automatically
machine-readable outputs, and (ii) the automated tasks can
be invoked through APIs by the pipeline orchestrator (for
instance Jenkins [2]).
This paper illustrates the algorithms and techniques supporting automated generation and scheduling of test cases
for service functional tests; they are the foreground of the
EU FP7 MIDAS project [3]. The MIDAS prototype is a
Software as a Service on the cloud that provides modeldriven automation of test tasks, specifically – unit and endto-end testing of services and service oriented architectures.
The MIDAS prototype architecture and utilisation scheme
are sketched in Fig. 2. The user, through APIs and a GUI
(Graphical User Interface), supplies MIDAS with models and
policies that describe the structure and the behaviours of
the Distributed System Under Test (DSUT), in the specific
case, of services and service architecture under test, and
the test objectives, and invokes automated test generation
and execution methods. MIDAS generates test suites and
dynamically schedules and runs test sessions. In the test
session, the MIDAS test system interacts with the DSUT,
whose service components can be deployed anywhere: on
premises, on private clouds and on public clouds.
Section 2 gives the research motivation on the topic and
a short review of the state of the art about service functional
testing. Section 3 presents the proposed techniques and algorithms supporting automated generation and scheduling that
are used within the MIDAS prototype and are provided asa-service by the MIDAS SaaS platform. Dedalus, a company
specialised in healthcare systems, and a partner of the MIDAS project, has incorporated the functional test automation
services of the prototype in its integration process: this experience is presented in Section 4. Section 5 relates the Dedalus

Service testing and, in particular, end-to-end testing of largescale service architectures is difficult, knowledge intensive,
time-consuming and costly in terms of labour effort, hardware/software equipment and time-to-market. Since the usage of service oriented architectures began, service testing
automation has been a critical challenge for researchers and
practitioners [27][33][86][88]. In particular, tasks such as:
(i) the optimised generation of test inputs [27], (ii) the generation of test oracles [19][24][74], and (iii) the optimised
management of test suites for different test activities – such as
progression testing, change testing, regression testing [88] –
have not yet found automation solutions that can be applied
to real complex service architectures such as those that are
implemented in the healthcare industry [33].
Model-based testing (MBT) approaches have been
proven to be suitable to address automation issues for testing. They utilise formal models (structural, functional and
behavioural) of the service architecture under test to undertake the automation of the testing tasks [42]. The “firstgeneration” of MBT research is essentially focused on test input generation. It uses formal methods, especially SAT/SMTbased techniques [20][26][44], that allow the exhaustive exploration of the system execution traces, and efficient test
input generation satisfying constraints that are formal properties expressed in temporal logic. Most MBT approaches
and tools for testing automation of services are based on specific service specification languages, the most popular being
WSDL – Web Service Description Language [4], and service
composition languages, the most popular being WS-BPEL
– Web Services Business Process Execution Language [66].
A notable approach based on WSDL is WS-TAXI [25], that
combines the coverage of WS operation with data-driven test
generation. It puts together SoapUI [5], the most popular Web
services black-box testing tool, and TAXI, an application
that automates the generation of XML instances from an
XML schema. TAXI improves SoapUI by adding automated
generation of test inputs starting from the operation data input
specified within the WSDL file. However, it provides limited
generation features (e.g. it does not handle domain-specific
string generation, which is crucial for generating meaningful
business data for the service under test), and only supports
unit testing of services.
Many other approaches have advanced the state of the art
regarding automated model-driven functional testing of Web
services [28][48][52][56][87], and of composition of Web
services through WS-BPEL processes (see [78] for a survey),
but they are limited to unit black-box testing, combined with
the “assisted automation” of either test case generation or
test execution, or test case selection, as currently offered in
available state-of-the-art tools such as SoapUI [5], Oracle
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Fig. 2: MIDAS utilisation scheme.

SOA Suite [69], and Parasoft [16]. In particular, to the best
of our knowledge, there is no available solution for the full
automation across the spectrum of the critical tasks (test input
and oracle generation, test execution/arbitration, dynamic test
case prioritisation, test planning) of end-to-end testing of
large-scale, multi-stakeholder services architectures.
An interesting approach to supporting testing task automation for service architectures, specifically for automated
configuration and setting up of testing environments, is proposed by the Genesis project [47]. It provides developers
a framework for generating service-based infrastructures,
allowing them to set up customized SOA testbeds of services (that are virtual services). This approach is overall
very manual and places detailed and complex system-level
configuration burdens on the developers. In comparison, the
MIDAS approach shields the developer from complex backend set ups. At the front end, the developer only provides
models of the distributed system under test: services, service
architecture, behaviour of each component, and bindings of
behaviours to the components involved in the scenarios to be
tested. At the back end, the developer only needs to provide
the endpoints of services under test (deployed on premises,
on private and public clouds), and redirect endpoint addresses
to the MIDAS DSUT Gateway (Fig. 2) so that requests and
responses can be intercepted. Moreover, in contrast with the
Genesis approach, there is no need of downloading, installing
and configuring any framework in order to start with our
solution. Modelling can be performed with classic IDEs, or
even simple text editors if the developer is comfortable with
the format (XML) of the input models. We are planning to
further improve this step by pushing modelling on-line in
a browser with wizards to assist the developer in checking
structural consistency across the models, behavioural consis-

tency across the scenarios to be tested, and many other useful
modelling-level tasks that will render the whole approach
very easy to use and fast to set up.
Another interesting approach to SOA testing has been
proposed by the WS-Diamond project [34]. It provides a
platform, to be installed in the DSUT production field, for
supporting the self-healing execution of Web Services, that
is, services able to self-monitor, self-diagnose the cause of a
functional failure, and self-recover from those failures. This
project also provides a framework, including methodologies
and tools for services design that guarantee diagnosability
and reparability during their execution. The WS-Diamond
approach is focused on the design, implementation and execution of Web Services in a controlled environment. It is
a fully integrated modus operandi and the developers are
obliged to abandon their existing methodologies and tools
if they want to benefit from it. The MIDAS perspective is
different: it is intended to help the developers troubleshoot
any kind of service architectures and requires neither special
tooling or platform set up, nor specific design and development methodology.

3 Automating service functional test

In this section we present the unit and end-to-end functional
test stages through an example of a real-world services architecture, depicted in Fig. 3 (The Calabria Cephalalgic Network
– CCN).
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Fig. 3: Calabria Cephalalgic Network.

3.1 Introducing functional testing of services

The Calabria Cephalalgic Network (CCN) [33] is a Web
application that supports the integrated care processes of
the headache chronic disease, effectively coordinating different care settings (general practitioners, specialists, clinics,
labs. . . ) in a patient-centred vision. The application has been
designed and developed on a multi-stakeholder services architecture (Fig. 3), and its service components are physically
deployed in separate data centres and private clouds. In
particular, Dedalus [6] is in charge of the provision of: (i)
the patient record service – which handles the clinical and
administrative data elements related to the patient; (ii) the
patient identity service – which handles the patient identifiers
and demographic data; (iii) the terminology service – which
manages the complex terminology and the codes involved
in the clinical and administrative processes. These services
implement the HL7/OMG Healthcare Services Specification
Program (HSSP) international standard (respectively RLUS,
IXS, CTS2) [7].
The CCN distributed application is an example of microservices architecture: patient identity management, patient
record management, etc., are implemented as loosely coupled
services, each of them being equipped with specialised software running on different machines and whose data are stored
in separate databases. Note that these constituent services
have life cycles, in terms of software releases and managed

data, that are independent from each other and also from the
CCN application life cycle.
The CCN back end service consumes the patient record
service, the patient identity service, and other services in order to provide its service. We call these downstream services
that are not consumers of other services terminal services.
Therefore, the CCN Back end service is a non-terminal
service. The service unit test stage includes the following
tasks:

– generation – asynchronously or on the fly – of operation
inputs to be used as test inputs (stimuli);
– generation – asynchronously or on the fly – of test oracles
(the expected outcomes of the service under test);
– deployment and initialisation of the service build release
in an appropriate environment;
– configuration of the test system;
– binding of the test system with the service under test;
– execution of test cases – transmit stimuli, collect and log
outcomes;
– arbitration of the test outcomes against test oracles;
– dynamic scheduling of test runs for test case dynamic
prioritisation, on the basis of the arbitration verdicts;
– reporting of test sessions – building meaningful test session summaries from the bulky logs;
– planning of (new) test sessions on the basis of the results
of the current one – reactive planning.
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Fig. 4: Unit test environment for a terminal service.

Fig. 5: Unit test environment for a non-terminal service.

An example of test environment architecture for unit test
of terminal services is sketched in Fig. 4. It depicts the unit
test environment of the Patient record service.
The unit test system for terminal services is configured
with a stimulator test component that is able to: (i) transmit
to the service under test (SUT) a test case input taken from
the test suite, (ii) wait for a SUT outcome, (iii) collect the
corresponding test outcome, (iv) compare the outcome with
the test oracle, (v) produce test verdicts, and (vi) choose the
next test case on the basis of the past test verdicts (dynamic
scheduling).
For non-terminal services, such as the CCN Back end
service, the typical unit test environment is depicted in Fig. 5.
The test tasks involved in the stage are the same ones
described for the terminal services, but the test system is
configured with six stubs (virtual services) in addition to
the stimulator. The stubs simulate the downstream service
components. Here, the tester’s objective is to test the single
SUT behaviour.
When a test case includes the interaction with a downstream service, the correct behaviour of the SUT is to issue
the expected input towards the service stub. If the stub receives the input in a finite time interval, it compares this input
with the corresponding oracle, emits a local test verdict and,
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if the verdict equals pass, returns the canned response that is
specified for the involved test case. If the input is not received
in the expected time the local test verdict is set to fail.
The architecture of unit test of non-terminal services
allows for highlighting the role of the Test Component
Manager, a component of the test system that coordinates
the actions of the virtualized services (stimulator, stubs)
and manages the test run. The Test Component Manager
collects the local verdicts (that are issued by the virtualised
components), continues or halts the test run and aggregates
the local test verdicts in a compound global test verdict.
The standard values of the test verdicts [68] are: (i) pass –
the test outcome is collected in a predefined interval time
and matches the oracle, (ii) fail – either the test outcome
mismatches the oracle or the related timeout event is raised
that is interpreted as a failure, (iii) error – an error of the test
system or of the SUT configuration has been detected that
could also be a timeout to be attributed to an infrastructure
failure, (iv) inconc – the verdict cannot be pass but the arbiter
is unable to choose between fail and error, and (v) none –
no verdict because the outcome has not yet been produced
and will not be produced in the current run. After a test case
run, a global compound test verdict is established that is the
aggregation of the local test verdicts.
Service virtualisation allows unit testing of systems that
have service dependencies. There are different degrees of
virtualisation. The most advanced currently available commercial tools [15][16][17][18] offer virtualised service constructors that allow building empty stub components whose
binding with the service under test is facilitated, but that
must be: (i) programmed by the tester in order to provide
the appropriate canned responses, and (ii) deployed by the
tester in the test environment. The MIDAS solution increases
the test automation by two steps: firstly, the stub canned
responses are automatically produced by the test generator
and part of the test cases and, secondly, at each test session,
the stubs specified in the Test Configuration Model (see
Sect. 3.2) are automatically created, deployed on the cloud
platform, bound to the service under test and configured with
the canned responses specified in the test cases.
In the end-to-end test stage of the service build, the DSUT
is deployed somewhere, with well-identified endpoints. In
the test system, in addition to the stimulator, interceptors
are configured that are able to catch the exchanges (back
and forth) between the deployed services, i.e. between the
CCN back end service and the downstream services, and to
arbitrate them (Fig. 6). Each interceptor waits for and catches
the message issued by the CCN back end and arbitrates it:
if the message is received in time and matches the oracle,
the interceptor transmits it to the target downstream service.
Otherwise, a local fail test verdict is established, the Test
Component Manager halts the test case run and establishes
the compound test verdict. If the test case is still running,
the interceptor waits for and catches the terminal service
response and arbitrates it: if the response is received in time
and matches the oracle, the interceptor transmits the response
back to the CCN back end service, otherwise a local fail test
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Fig. 6: End-to-end test of a distributed system.

verdict is set up, the Test Component Manager halts the test
case run and establishes the global compound test verdict.
3.2 Model based automation of service functional testing
Our MBT approach to the automation of the test tasks (test
generation, execution, arbitration, scheduling, reporting and
planning) is based on the following models: (i) the Test
Configuration Model (TCM), (ii) the Service Interface Model
(SIM), and (iii) the Service Behaviour Model (SBM). Therefore, they are inputs of the functional test method implemented in the MIDAS platform, and are provided by the tester
before starting any test task.
The TCM includes the service architecture (DSUT)
model (the collection of services and links among them), and
the Test System Model (the suite of test components needed
to put in place the test scenarios). The TCM is represented
by a collection of XML documents that are validated against
the standard Service Component Architecture (SCA) XML
schemas [8][29]. The DSUT model is a topological model of
the service architecture under test: it allows for a definition
of the actual components of the architecture, the services that
each component provides and consumes and the actual wires,
i.e. the service dependencies between components. Each actual component is typed by a participant, i.e. a definition of
a component abstract type as an aggregation of provided and
required service interfaces. The Test System Model defines
the structure of the test system in terms of virtual components (stimulators, stubs), their connections with the DSUT
components through virtual wires, and probes on the actual
wires (interceptors). Each virtual component is typed by a
participant. Thus, the TCM is a graph of nodes (actual and
virtual components) and links (actual and virtual wires).
The SIM is a collection of standard definitions of the
services of the DSUT, i.e.: for SOAP services, WSDL 1.1

documents [4]; for REST/XML services either WSDL 1.1
or WSDL 2.0 [9] documents, and for REST/JSON services
Swagger [10] documents. The current implementation of the
MIDAS platform only supports SOAP services specified by
WSDL 1.1. In the next release of the platform, we plan to
support REST/XML and REST/JSON services.
Each TCM virtual and actual component is equipped
with a Protocol State Machine (PSM), that is a Harel statechart [40] modelling the external interaction behaviour of
the component. Each PSM defines the states of the “conversation” of the component with its wired interlocutors and
the transitions between these states that: (i) are triggered by
events (i.e. message reception or timeout), (ii) are filtered
by Boolean conditions (guards), and (iii) carry out effects
(i.e. the issuance of a message). The contents of the issued
messages are defined by data-flow transfer functions, i.e.
expressions that calculate the elements of the messages to
be sent as functions of the elements of the received messages and of data related to the initial state. In the actual
implementation, a PSM is represented through the W3C standard SCXML [11] formalism. SCXML provides a powerful,
general-purpose and declarative modelling language to describe the behaviour of timed, event-driven, state-based systems. A SCXML artefact is executable, i.e. it can be directly
interpreted by a compliant SCXML engine. The SCXML
standard is composed of several modules. The core module
provides the elements of a basic Harel state machine, such as
state, parallel, and transition. The external communication
module provides the means of external event exchange such
as sendand invoke. The script module provides the support
for ECMAScript [37] implementation of executable content
(i.e. actions performed on transitions, entering and leaving
states, emitting events, branching on conditions – if, else,
elseif, updates on the data model – assignment of values,
logging). The PSM data-flow transfer functions are written
in ECMAscript. The data module provides the abstraction
for handling named parts (e.g. arbitrary data payloads in send
events, evaluation of conditional expressions on received data
in events on transitions). The SBM is a collection of PSMs of
the TCM actual and virtual components.
3.3 Automated generation of test cases
Figure 7 sketches the activity diagram of the automated test
case generation. The input objects are:
– the TCM – the collection of XML documents, one for
each participant (component abstract type), plus a description of the test environment topology (the actual and
virtual component, and the actual and virtual wires that
link the components);
– the SIM – the collection of documents that describe the
service interfaces;
– the SBM – the collection of PSM/SCXML documents,
one for each actual and virtual component;
– a collection of test input templates – optionally, templates
for the test inputs (stimuli) can also be supplied by the
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Fig. 7: Automated generation of test cases

user to guide the test case generation. This is useful for
focusing on relevant ranges of business data values for the
invoked operations, instead of using randomly-generated
values;
– a set of test generation directives – in order to configure
the behaviour of the test case generator; for instance,
the test generation can be focused on specific types of
messages to enable the exploration of specific logical
and “physical” regions of the behaviour of the service
architecture under test.
The outputs produced by the generation task are:
– Test Scenario Definition (TSD) model – the test scenario
definition is an XML document that represents the abstract interaction paths that are the results of the simulated
execution of the collection of PSMs.
– Test Suite (TS) files – one or more test suites – a Test Suite
file is a collection of test cases; each test case instantiates
a TSD interaction path. A test case is a collection of
messages (input, oracles) in the partial order dictated by
the interaction path.
The test case generation uses model checking techniques
provided by the TLA+ framework [50] that “implements”
the well-known TLA formal specification language based on
temporal logic. By providing a mathematics-based formal
specification language with set theory and predicates, TLA+
allows for reasoning regarding the behaviour of a system
from its specifications (i.e. description of the system model).
Describing a system model using TLA+ enables a designer
to specify all possible behaviours, or execution traces, of the
system.
TLA stands for Temporal Logic of Action, a simple form
of temporal logic that allows specifying temporal formulas
F that are assertions about behaviours. When a behaviour σ
satisfies F , then F is true of σ. A temporal formula that is

satisfied by all behaviours is a theorem, or a true formula.
Hence a property P of a specification S is specified as a
temporal formula. A specification S is said to satisfy P iff
S =⇒ P is a theorem, meaning that P is true for all
behaviours in S.
Model checking [31] is a mechanised formal verification
technique that checks that a given logic formula holds on
a given model. The model checking problem M (L) for a
temporal logic L is the problem of deciding, for any input
S (a Kripke structure) and temporal formula ϕ, whether
S  ϕ (S satisfies ϕ). A Kripke structure over a set A =
{P1 , P2 , . . .} of atomic propositions, as defined in [77], is a
tuple S = hQ, R, l, Ii where:
– Q = {q, r, s, . . .} is a set of states representing the
configurations of the system;
– R ⊆ Q × Q is a transition relation between pairs of states
in Q. It is generally assumed, for simplification, that R is
total, i.e. for any q ∈ Q, there exists q 0 such that q R q 0 ;
– l : Q → 2A labels states with propositions. P ∈ l(q)
means that P holds in state q;
– I ⊆ Q is a non-empty set of initial states (or configurations).
The Kripke structure represents the state space of the
system. A Kripke structure S is finite when Q is finite.
According to [77], the model checking problem M (L) is
decidable for the great majority of propositional temporal
logics, and the cost of deciding whether S  ϕ is a function
of the sizes |S| and |ϕ| (both in space and run-time; we
refer the interested reader to [77] for more details). |S| is
the sum of the number of nodes and edges of the Kripke
structure, and |ϕ| is the number of symbols in |ϕ| (seen
as a string). The size of the transition system grows exponentially in the number of concurrent components (e.g. the
composition of N components, each of size k, yields k N
states), or in the number of program variables for program
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graphs. This well-known challenge is called the state explosion problem [32]. Model checkers, like the Temporal Logic
Checker (TLC) component provided by the TLA+ framework, combine different techniques to tackle this problem,
such as partial order reduction (if in the order of execution
the interleaving is not relevant, not all possible combinations
are examined), symbolic verification (where variables of the
verification algorithm denote sets of states rather than single
states, using decision diagrams), abstraction techniques (e.g.
partitioning the states of S into clusters, and handling those
as abstract states), and bounded model checking (given a
bound k, generates a formula that is satisfiable iff the property
can be disproved by a counterexample of length k; if no
counterexample, the bound k is incremented).
TLA+ also allows the specification of correctness properties, mainly safety and liveness properties. A safety property
asserts that nothing bad happens during the execution of the
system. It can be violated by a single step in the behaviour,
or the first state of the running system. A liveness property
asserts that something good eventually happens (e.g. an algorithm eventually terminates). The entire behaviour of the
system must be observed before one can conclude that the
liveness property is violated. For example, if you want to
check the liveness property that eventually x equals y in a
program you need to see the entire behaviour of the program
to know that x is never equal to y [50].
TLA+ has been successfully used in practice, for instance
in checking cache-coherence protocols [46], describing and
verifying web service composition [82], and recently in
particular by Amazon Web Services to strengthen the implementation and coordination of fault-tolerant distributed
algorithms for their Simple Storage Service (S3) [60][61].
Each step of the test generation activity depicted in Fig. 7
is described hereafter.
Preprocessing. The Preprocessing phase enables the consistency checking across all input artefacts, the symbolic
binding of the actual and virtual components through actual
and virtual wires, and the construction of a parallel state
machine which combines all individual component PSMs.
Translation. During the translation phase (Translation activity in Fig. 7), the PSMs are translated into a PlusCal [51]
program. PlusCal is a TLA+ companion algorithmic language close to C-style or pseudo-code programming, that is
supported by the TLA+ framework. PlusCal is utilised for
writing formal specifications of algorithms, in a style that is
more convenient for readability and easier to understand than
TLA+, and it can be compiled into a TLA+ specification that
can be checked with the TLA+ tools, in our case the TLC
model checker. The translation follows these steps:
1. Capture all ECMAScript expressions manipulating
SOAP data in the PSM, extract the manipulated fields and
use their declarations from the WSDLs to declare them as
variables in TLA.

2. If possible values for some fields have been refined in the
message templates (for example as enumerations), refine
their declaration in TLA.
3. Translate the state machine in TLA.
Data that are declared in the PSM, but not referenced in any
ECMAScript expressions are considered irrelevant, so they
are ignored (i.e. treated as constants).
Compilation. The model obtained in PlusCal from the translation activity is then compiled into the TLA+ core language,
by using the compiler provided in the TLA+ toolkit (Compilation activity in Fig. 7). TLA+ is backed by the TLC
model checker to exhaustively check correctness properties
across all possible executions of the system. At this stage we
generate, from the generation directives, one safety property.
Through assertions, execution traces of the system satisfying
the safety property – for instance the negation of “messages
of some specific types are exchanged” – are requested to the
model checker (Model checking activity in Fig. 7). Hence, the
TLC model checker achieves the generation of the execution
traces by checking the assertion and producing counterexamples if it is violated. For the use case reported in Sect. 4
regarding the prototype usage, a typical TLA+ specification
for a complete scenario was 600 lines long.
Test input generation, parallel PSM execution, and oracle
generation. The safety property to be checked can be indirectly specified by the user in the test generation directives,
or automatically by the dynamic test scheduler (described
in Sect. 3.4). The directives specify generation requirements
like the requested number of test cases to generate, the
timeout for the test generation, and the set of message types
that should be involved in the execution traces of the system.
This latter directive is translated into a safety property to be
checked by the TLC model checker. For instance, the user
of the test cases generator might be looking for test cases
where the message type input of the operation createIdentityFromEntity exposed by the service POCDPatientMQService of the actual component mpi.ixs.component in the DSUT
standardportal.saut can be observed. This example has been
used for testing the Healthcare Pilot described in Sect. 4. All
these test generation directives are specified in a simple XML
configuration file alongside the files of the TCM, SIM, and
SBM.
Driven by the test generation directives and the templates for the payloads provided by the tester, the test case
generator can focus on interesting specific ranges of values
for the test case payloads. Discrete data domains (numbers, enumerations, booleans) from the definition (WSDL
file) of SOAP message fields are handled well by the TLC
model checker. Although TLC also handles strings and can
generate arbitrary ones, we allow regular expressions to be
able to generate arbitrary meaningful business values on
the fly during the execution of the PSM, like for example
2.16.840.1.113883.2.9.3.12.4.1 in the case of
the CCN healthcare system.
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There is no optimization for the selection of the number n
of test cases from the entire solution space, which is left to the
model checker. According to the generation directive about
the requested message types to observe, the scheduler does
not care whether there are only m ≤ n (m > 0) test cases
satisfying the directive. According to its scheduling policy
and the outcome of executed test cases, or if there are no
test case satisfying the directive, the scheduler will request
on the fly the generation of new test cases, by updating the
directive. We are working on the implementation of other
generation strategies such as: (i) random sampling of infinite
discrete data domains, (ii) boundary values, and (iii) domain
partitioning by analysing the data-flow transfer functions in
the PSMs.
Input data are then extracted from the execution traces
(Test input generation activity in Fig. 7). The obtained test
inputs are supplied one by one to the SCXML parallel state
machine built as a composition of the individual PSMs (one
for each component) and the SCXML execution engine is
invoked (Parallel PSM execution activity in Fig. 7). The
execution of the parallel state machine, which works as an
executable specification of the entire DSUT, is monitored and
all generated events and messages are collected, allowing the
test generator to produce: (i) one test suite definition (TSD)
encoding the interaction path extracted from the execution,
(ii) for each test case input the corresponding oracles, the test
case being compliant with the interaction path defined in the
TSD.
Our test generation approach combines both the datacentered and the logic-centered approaches, as described by
Mayer et al. [56]. In the data-centered approach, fixed SOAP
data is used. Incoming data is compared against predefined
SOAP message, and outgoing data is also predefined. The
messages are, for example, stored in XML files on disk, and
referenced from the SCXML / DATAMODEL / DATA construct in
the PSMs. This approach is simple, but not very flexible and
expressive. In the logic-centered approach, a fully-fledged
programming language is used for expressing the test logic.
A program taking arbitrary steps can be applied on incoming
messages to test the data. Likewise, outgoing data is created
by the program. It is a very flexible and expressive approach
which requires considerable implementation effort from the
test developer. In our approach, it is seamlessly handled by
the SCXML execution engine that supports executable content in ECMAScript expressed in the PSM, such as actions
on transitions, in entering and leaving states, emitting events,
branching on conditions, testing incoming data, creating outgoing data – possibly by precisely modifying specific fields
in the SOAP messages skeletons or directly on incoming data
(transfer functions), and logging.
The additional requirement of automation is fully met and
tool support is partially met in our approach: the specification
is unambiguous, machine-readable and executable, and the
test logic can be as sophisticated as the test developer wishes.
However, the creation of the test specification is not yet
supported by wizards that will help in checking structural
consistency across the different types of input models, or
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checking behavioural consistency across the PSMs, automatically.
Discussion on the modelling approach for the TCM and the
PSMs. It is clear that TCM and SBM building is a modelling
effort that requires the test designer to have knowledge of: (i)
the topology of the DSUT; (ii) the external behaviour of the
services under test; (iii) the capability to express this knowledge in terms of test configuration model, protocol state
machines and data flow transfer functions. Conversely, this
activity requires neither knowledge of the implementations
of the service components nor advanced testing skills. There
is no size limitation for the SBM models. Moreover, the main
SCXML constructs supported in the current implementation
of the MIDAS prototype are the following:
– The top-level SCXML wrapper element of a SCXML document. The actual state machine consists of its children
elements.
– The elements SCXML / STATE (for atomic states), SCXM L / FINAL (for final states). Atomic and final states can
occur zero or more times. A state is active if it has
been entered by a transition and has not subsequently
been exited. The state machine must always be in only
one active state. The SCXML processor must terminate
processing when the state machine reaches a final state.
– The element SCXML / DATAMODEL that is a wrapper (that
occurs zero or one time) encapsulating any number of
SCXML / DATAMODEL / DATA children elements, each of
which defines a single data object. The exact nature
of the data object depends on the data model language
used. Supported data model languages are ECMAScript
and XML/XPATH [12]. In the MIDAS prototype, those
data elements refer to (through their src attribute) SOAP
message skeletons or predefined SOAP messages with
specific data. These messages are stored in XML files.
– The element STATE / TRANSITION, for outgoing transitions from states. The event attribute of a transition allows for the designation of the event that enables this
transition. In the MIDAS prototype, it must explicitly
refer to the service interface provided or required, the
operation, and operation type (input, output or fault), as in
the following example: POCDPatientMQService::
findIdentitiesByTraits::input where a request is awaited. The cond attribute of a transition allows
for specifying any boolean expression that guards the
firing of the transition. A boolean expression can reference data in the content of the event (built-in _event.data
object), and the data model (i.e. SCXML / DATAMODEL /DATA ). When there is no condition, an enabled transition
is always fired. The target attribute references the target
state.
Effects are transition sub-elements that contain expressions that are evaluated when the transition is fired. Allowed effects in the MIDAS prototype are:
– TRANSITION / ASSIGN which modifies the data model
through its location attribute which designates the
location to be filled with the result of the evaluation
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of a functional expression hold in its expr attribute.
The value of the location can pinpoint a specific field
in the SOAP message referenced by the data model.
– TRANSITION / SEND which sends an event through
its eventexpr attribute, and the associated data
through its namelist attribute, to another PSM.
A send operation thus creates an event specified
by the eventexpr attribute. That event is used
as a trigger by the receiving PSM transition in
its event attribute. For example, the sent event
POCDPatientMQReference::
findIdentitiesByTraits::input matches
the expected event POCDPatientMQService::
findIdentitiesByTraits::input.
The
message content sent through namelist is referenced
in the built-in _event.data object on the receiving
end. Hence, the value of the namelist attribute
is the reference to a SCXML / DATAMODEL / DATA
element which references a SOAP message that could
have been modified by the TRANSITION / ASSIGN
beforehand.
The SBM representation approach and formalism – PSMs
expressed in an easy and standard XML format, and data-flow
transfer functions expressed in ECMAScript, are the most
general and easy-to-use choices for service developers and
testers. In fact, as a respected professional service developer
states: “Whether you choose to become a REST ninja, or
stick with an RPC-based mechanism like SOAP, the core
concept of the service as a state machine is powerful” [64].
Developers and testers of Web services are comfortable with
XML and are obliged to work with XML if they want to
understand in detail the match/mismatch between the actual
payloads and the oracles underlying the pass/fail verdicts.
Moreover, JavaScript is one of the most popular and utilised
programming languages that allows easy manipulation of
XML structures, native access to JSON structures and whose
“functional” flavour is perfectly adapted to express the dataflow transfer functions expressions [41].
3.4 Automated test execution with dynamic scheduling
The MIDAS platform provides functionalities to dynamically
schedule executions and arbitrations of generated test cases
(Fig 8).
Test case prioritisation, i.e. scheduling test case executions in an order that attempts to increase their effectiveness at
meeting some desirable properties, is a powerful approach to
maximise the value of a test suite and to minimise the testing
cost. There are two general families of test prioritisation
techniques: (i) coverage-based [21][22][30][57], and (ii) fault
exposing potential (FEP) based [38][65][81]. Our approach
to the prioritisation of test cases is entirely original [55]: it is
based on the usage of probabilistic graphical models [71] to
dynamically choose the next test case to run on the basis of
the preceding verdicts. It accommodates both the coveragebased, the FEP-based and other approaches by simply spec-

Fig. 8: Automated test run with dynamic scheduling.

Fig. 9: Conceptual schema of the automated schedule/execute/arbitrate cycle.

ifying scheduling policies and beliefs. Moreover, the probabilistic inference is able to establish a dynamic relationship
between test case prioritisation and the model-driven generation of new test cases, by supplying evidence-driven directives based on the previous verdicts to the generator on the fly.
More specifically, the test session management component
handles the schedule/execute/arbitrate cycle (see Fig. 9) as
follows: (i) the scheduler either chooses a test case to perform
on the basis of an inference step and communicates it to the
executor, or stops the test session; (ii) the executor runs the
test case completely or until some halting condition is met,
then collects the outcomes and communicates these outcomes
to the arbiter; (iii) the arbiter evaluates the outcomes, sets up
the local verdicts, establishes the compound global verdict
and communicates it to the scheduler. The schedule/execute/arbitrate cycle either continues until there are no more
test cases to perform, or stops when some halting condition
is met.
The scheduling component carries out the dynamic
prioritisation of test cases in order to meet different
objectives, such as improving the fault detection rate (the
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discovery of the greatest number of failures in the smallest
number of test runs), the quick localisation of faulty elements
(troubleshooting), the test coverage of the DSUT, etc. These
objectives are attained by specifying different scheduling
policies .
The dynamic prioritisation of test cases for distributed
system testing is typically a matter of decision under
uncertainty, for which the probability theory is considered a
powerful framework for representation and treatment [72].
Probability theory exhibits well-known advantages:
– modelling a complex reality, for which the exact inference
is intractable, with a minimum number of parameters and
the greatest accuracy,
– mathematically well-defined mechanism for representation [36],
– explicit modelling of uncertainty,
– management of multiple hypotheses about the state of the
system.
In particular, the graphical approach (Bayesian Networks) [71], allows modelling conditional independences and
stochastic relations between system properties and inferring
the probability changes of these properties according to observations. In addition, the inference results are knowledgeable, in contrast to other approaches, such as Neural Networks, which act as black boxes. Furthermore, the Bayesian
Network (BN) approach does not present the combinatorial problems of other methods such as Decision Trees. In
their position paper at FSE/SDP workshop on the future of
software engineering research (2011), Namin and Sridharan
make the following claim: Bayesian reasoning methods provide an ideal research paradigm for achieving reliable and
efficient software testing and program analysis [59].
Rees, Wooff and colleagues [75][85] present a seminal
work about the use of probabilistic inference based on a BN
framework to support input partitioning test methods that
are aimed at understanding which kind of stimuli are more
appropriate to reveal software failures.
Regression testing is a target of choice for prioritisation
of test cases on the basis of specific criteria. Mirarab and
Tahvildari [58] present an approach based on probability to
prioritising test cases in order to enhance the fault detection
rate. They utilise Bayesian Networks to incorporate source
code changes, software fault-proneness, and test coverage
data into a unified model.
The dynamic scheduler algorithm, referred in Fig. 10 as
inf4sat, builds a Bayesian Network model from (i) the Test
Configuration Model (TCM), (ii) the Test Scenario Definition
(TSD) and the Test Suite (TS), and (iii) the (optional) user
initial beliefs. It then compiles the Bayesian Network (BN)
into an Arithmetic Circuit (AC), that is the data structure
employed within the inference cycle. The objectives of the
compilation and of the final representation technique are the
reduction of the size and time complexity of the BN inference, in particular the size complexity of the data structure
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representing the graphical network and the time complexity
of the inference cycle [55]. In the first version of the MIDAS prototype, the algorithm tried to compile the BN into
the smallest AC. The compilation cost of the extreme size
optimisation was proven later to be only partially rewarded
by the added gain in inference speed. Hence, the compilation
algorithm has been parametrised by adjusting the degree
of size optimisation. This approach speeds the compilation
phase without a significant increase of the inference time.
Figure 10 shows the inf4sat average inference time measured in a number of trials with random generated Bayesian
Networks as well as its comparison with two classic inference
techniques (Lazy propagation [54] and Gibbs [70]). In these
trials the inf4sat compilation’s degree is the most relaxed.
The time improvement is measured in terms of orders of
magnitude.
A schematic representation of the Bayesian Network for
test scheduling as a Direct Acyclic Graph (DAG) is sketched
in Fig. 12. The DAG nodes represent Boolean stochastic
variables and the DAG edges the classic BN relationships
depends on (the relationship direction is the reverse of the
arrow direction, e.g. in Fig. 12 S depends on A1, A2, ...).
These variables are classified in six categories:
– DSUT (S) – the S variable “represents” the DSUT and is
the DAG bottom node; the intuitive meanings of the S
variable values are (0 = faultless / 1 = faulty); S is instantiated to 1 (faulty) in the initialisation phase, allowing the
inference process to begin with the hypothesis that there
is at least one failure in the system;
– Actual Components (A) -– there is an A variable for each
DSUT actual component; the intuitive meanings of the
A variable values are (0 = faultless / 1 = faulty); in
the initialisation phase the A variables can be affected
with external values (user beliefs) in order to drive the
inference;
– Issuing Interfaces (I) – there is an I variable for each
component required interface and for each component
provided (request/response) interface; the intuitive meanings of the I variable values are (0 = faultless / 1 = faulty);
in the initialisation phase the I variables can be affected
with external values (user beliefs) in order to drive the
inference;
– Message Types (T) – there is a T variable for each message type whose instances can be issued by an issuing
interface; the intuitive meanings of the T variable values
are (0 = faultless / 1 = faulty); in the initialisation phase
the T variables can be affected with external values (user
beliefs) in order to drive the inference;
– Messages (M) – the M variables are the DAG top variables; there is a M variable for each message instance corresponding to an oracle in the Test Suite file; the intuitive
meanings of the M variable values are (0 = pass / 1 = fail);
in the initialisation phase, the M variables are affected
with prior probabilities that are parametrisable; moreover,
the M variables are observable: if the local verdict on the
corresponding outcome is pass or fail, the corresponding
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Fig. 10: Comparison of the average inference computation time between inf4sat and Lazy Propagation algorithm (left) and
Gibbs sampling algorithm (right).

– Test Cases (C) – there is a C variable for each test case
of the Test Suite file; each C variable depends on the
M variables corresponding to its oracles; the intuitive
meanings of the C variable values are (0 = OK / 1 = KO);
if the global compound verdict of an executed test case
equals pass (all the local verdicts equal pass) the variable
is set to 0 (OK), otherwise (at least one of the local
verdicts does not equal pass) the variable is set to 1 (KO).
The intuitive meaning of the C probability distribution is
the failure discovery potential of the not yet executed test
case, which grows with the KO probability.

Fig. 11: Scheduling cycle.

M variable is instantiated with the corresponding value
(respectively 0 or 1), otherwise – the verdict is inconc,
error or none – the variable value is not changed;

At each test run, the local verdicts, when equal pass or
fail, are inserted as evidences in the AC (by instantiating
the corresponding M variables with the corresponding values). The subsequent inference re-calculates the BN variable
values, in particular the values of the not yet observed C
variables. At each test case run cycle, the scheduler recalculates the fitness of the remaining test cases. The test case
with the maximum fitness, or a test case randomly chosen
among the test cases with the same maximum fitness, is
selected for the next test run cycle. The current fitness of a
test case is a function of the current probability distribution
of the corresponding C stochastic variable that is defined by
the scheduling policy. The two basic scheduling policies are:
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Fig. 12: Scheme of the Bayesian Network that drives the test scheduling.

– max-entropy policy – the max-entropy policy can be described roughly as “the least informed, the first”. The test
cases are ordered by the Shannon entropy [49] of the
C variable, the maximum entropy being the nearest to
fifty/fifty probability distribution. The max-entropy policy performs a breadth-first search in the DSUT topology
that is driven by ignorance: the scheduler chooses the
test case that targets the elements of the DSUT (actual
components, issuing interfaces, message types) on whose
“health” the test system has the minimum information;
– max-potential policy – the max-potential policy can be
described roughly as “the max failure discovery potential,
the first”. The test cases are ordered by their failure
discovery potential, i.e. the KO probability. In principle,
the max-potential policy increases the fault detection rate.
If, for example, in the past test run a message verdict
equals fail, the probability of failure of the other messages
of the same type grows and the scheduler will choose
in all likelihood a test case that includes a message of
the same type. This policy focuses on DSUT elements
(actual components, issuing interfaces, message types)
whose faulty probability is growing and looks for the
maximum information about these elements that can be
gathered by the execution of the test cases.
Other scheduling policies can be defined: for instance, a
policy that mixes those mentioned above. Moreover, the
inference cycle can be driven by the user beliefs that can be
attributed to some A, I, T and M variables at the initialisation
phase (replacing the default values). Every new session starts
with the generation of a new inference engine (AC) extracted
from a new BN. This new engine is untouched by previous

executions. The user can influence the new session scheduling with a priori probabilities that are optionally evaluated
taking into account the execution history.
The test session management is driven by the scheduler
through the halting policy. There are four basic halting policies: (i) n-KO-halt policy – the scheduler stops the test session
after the n-th C variable is set to 1 (KO); (ii) n-OK-halt
policy – the scheduler stops the test session after the n-th C
variable is set to 0 (OK); (iii) entropy-threshold-halt policy
– the scheduler stops the test session when all the Shannon
entropies of a selected group of A, I and T variables are
lower than a given threshold; (iv) no-halt policy (default) –
the scheduler stops the test session only when all the test
cases have been executed.
The next steps in the development of the scheduler component will concern the improvement of the BN model and
inference engine, allowing a more accurate and indicative
portrait of the state beliefs over the DSUT components and
the test cases. To do this, much can be adapted from existing
work in the field of diagnostics and troubleshooting [35][76].
These developments will be strongly influenced by the extensive trials that will be conducted within the early adopter free
trial programme (see Sect. 5.4), in which we will experience
with our users the policy modules and use those results to
tune current policies and eventually develop new ones driving
new strategies. As of yet, it is really difficult to evaluate
the multiple policies outside of multiple real-world cases
scenarios.
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scheduler and the executor, and a new scheduled test session
is started with the new test suite.
In summary, the augmented scheduler of the evidencebased reactive planning test method drives the current test
session with three request types (addressed to the test session
manager):
1. Request the execution of the next test case in the current
test session;
2. Request the termination of the current test session and
supply a test session coverage report;
3. Request the termination of the current test session, supply
the test session coverage report, and request the generation of a new test suite and the start of a new test session.

Fig. 13: Automated, evidence-based, reactive planning of test
sessions.

3.5 Automated evidence-based reactive planning of test
sessions
The proposed approach to automated functional testing
uses the probabilistic graphical reasoning capabilities of the
scheduler to drive not only the dynamic prioritisation of the
set of existing test cases, but also to enable the focused
generation of new test cases and their execution in a new
test session. When invoking the evidence-based reactive planning test method, the user can: (i) either provide an initial
(previously generated) TSD/TS file – for instance, the initial
test suite can be utilised for change tests, regression tests or
for smoke tests (preliminary tests aimed at revealing some
failures severe enough to reject a candidate service build
release); (ii) or invoke the evidence-based reactive planning
test method without any test suite, with a generation policy
that provokes a first generation – for instance, for progression
tests (Fig. 13).
The dynamic scheduler working within the evidencebased reactive planning test method is augmented with a
generation policy module (Fig. 14). Within the test session
in progress, on the basis of evidences (verdicts) accumulated
from the past test runs, the generation policy module recalculates at each cycle the degree of ignorance (Shannon entropy) on all the DSUT elements and, possibly, recommends
the generation of new test cases whose execution would
diminish this ignorance – for example by including test cases
that trigger scenarios involving scarcely tested or untested
message types, issuing interfaces, and actual components. If
the recommendation is followed by the test session manager,
the current test session is terminated and the test generator
is invoked with appropriate generation directives. The newly
generated test cases (the new TS file and, possibly, the new
TSD) are taken into account with the re-initialisations of the

Even for service architectures with low complexity, the
generation of a full coverage test suite can be considered
a very difficult task and the result is certainly not scalable.
Therefore, the approach that has been taken is to sequentially
conduct test sessions whose search for failures is driven by
the scheduler probabilistic reasoning. For this reason, the
generation policy module is built to keep a broader view
and a trace of the previous test sessions execution data. This
module is initialised with the knowledge of all the message
types, the issuing interfaces and the actual components that
are described in the TCM and the SIM, not only of those
involved in the test cases of the particular TS file of a specific
test session. Thus, for each test session, the module keeps
track of test execution information for each actual component, issuing interface and message type involved. It is able
to supply the coverage report of the test session with respect
to all of the testable DSUT elements. This coverage report
is accompanied by a set of directives about testing message
types, issuing interfaces and actual components of the DSUT
to be tested. If, on the basis of the current SBM, the generator
is able to satisfy to a certain degree the requested coverage, it
generates the new test suite and the test session manager starts
a new test session. Otherwise, the session is terminated and
the user shall upgrade the SBM in order to run new testing
sessions with specific coverage objectives on the basis of the
previous test session coverage reports.
The evidence-based planning approach proposes a solution of the test coverage problem for a complex services
architecture on the basis of troubleshooting heuristics driven
by probabilistic reasoning. It pushes the test automation very
far, but is still in an experimental phase. We need experience
feedback on real-world case studies in order to tune, refine
and improve the approach.
The general sequence diagram of the implementation of
the evidence-based reactive planning is shown in Fig. 15. It
shows four main phases.
The initial request from the front-end service follows an
invocation by the end user through the MIDAS Web portal,
or through direct program invocation using the front-end
service API. The initialisation phase sets up the scheduler.
The scheduler initiates the first generation of test cases by
providing the generation directives to the test generator. A
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an important Supply Chain Management industrial district
and ITAINNOVA has defined a service architecture for supply chain management and logistics, has built a reference
implementation of the architecture and is helping local companies and institutions to put in place services in the logistic
domain and to test them with the MIDAS test methods [23].
In this paper we give some details of the usage of the
MIDAS prototype for testing the Healthcare Pilot.
4.1 Testing the Healthcare Pilot

Fig. 14: Scheduling and planning cycle.

test scheduling request initiates the schedule/execute/arbitrate cycle. The scheduler returns the selected next test case
to execute according to the scheduling policy and the state
of the inference engine. The test executor/arbiter runs the
test and returns the verdict that is notified to the scheduler
through a subsequent test scheduling request. The scheduler
decides whether it will return the next test case to execute,
or request another generation of test cases. We call this cycle
of interactions evidence-driven generation of test cases. The
workflow ends when the scheduler returns an empty response
to the test scheduling request – no more interesting case to
test in the explored state space, or user-specified stopping
conditions have been met. The reporting phase ends the
workflow by reporting the collection of verdicts, the highlighted differences between expected and actual payloads,
and the test coverage report. The report is displayed on a
dashboard that is described in Sect. 4.

4 Prototype usage with real-world use cases
We have initial feedback of the usage of the functional test
methods from the MIDAS pilots that have been deployed by
the MIDAS partners Dedalus and ITAINNOVA. The MIDAS
pilots are two real-world distributed and service-based architectures in the healthcare and logistics industries.
Dedalus has deployed standard HSSP services – RLUS,
IXS, CTS2 – that had been developed and are operational
in the context of different business and research projects.
The Healthcare Pilot has made available a number of these
services as test targets of the MIDAS prototype. In particular, these services are utilised in the Calabria Cephalalgic
Network (CCN) distributed application depicted in Sect. 3,
Fig. 3.
ITAINNOVA – Instituto Tecnológico de Aragón – is a
public research and technological organisation (RTO) supported by the Industry and Innovation Department of the
Government of Aragon. Its mission is to “help companies,
technology leaders, institutions and anyone who shapes our
society towards achieving a new future through innovation
and technological development”. The Aragon Region hosts

Dedalus utilised a custom-built framework for service unit
testing that had already significantly shrunk the effort of
manually producing and executing test cases and test suites.
The major limitations of this custom-built framework have
been identified as: (i) the test case overhead, (ii) the limitation
to unit testing, (iii) the lack of planning and scheduling
features, and (iv) reduced usability and manageability. The
test case overhead issue relates to the necessity of creating a
huge amount of test cases since the services to be tested (such
as RLUS) are specified as generic and the payload structure
varies according to the different instantiations of the service.
In addition, the typical content transferred in the healthcare
industry accommodates very complex data structures with
several thousands of atomic data types.
Figure 16 depicts the test environment of the Dedalus
Pilot. It consists of one virtual component and four actual
components, each exposing a service as described in Sect. 3.
Figure 17 shows a scenario that was tested on the presented
architecture. In this scenario, the virtual portal looks for a
patient record (findIdentitiesByTraits) that, if not found, is
created (createIdentityFromEntity) and retrieved (findIdentitiesByTraits). The auxiliary services are used to trigger
ancillary state operations such as resetState, setState, and
getState.
The whole specification of the system is composed of the
following documents:
– five TCM XML documents describing the components
types, of length between 13 and at most 37 lines for the
longest describing the virtual component. The contents
of the TCM documents of the Virtual Portal and MPIIXS components are shown in Appendices A.1 and A.2,
respectively;
– one TCM XML document (47 lines) describing the topology of the test environment depicted in Fig. 16. Its content
is shown in Appendix A.3;
– five SBM documents (PSM/SCXML) describing the external behaviour of each component (PSM), of length
between 30 and 101 lines, the longest of which describes
the virtual component which initiates the scenario depicted in Fig. 17. The contents of the SBM documents
of the Virtual Portal and MPIIXS components are shown
in Appendices B.1 and B.2, respectively;
– one SIM document (WSDL/XSD) for each service exposed by the components, along with the XSD files
defining the data structures of the SOAP messages; there
are 8 WSDL documents and 31 XSD documents;
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Fig. 15: Sequence diagram of the evidence-based reactive planning.
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Fig. 16: TCM scheme of the Healthcare Pilot.

17

ular expressions. The usage of templates is vital for reducing
the generation search space with the huge payloads that are
typical of the healthcare industry.
Figure 18 shows an overview of the dashboard (in a
browser) of the Healthcare Pilot at the end of a test session.
In the following we will address the widgets by their (x,
y) coordinates, with the origin of the axes at the top-left
corner of the dashboard. For this execution, the stopping
condition of at most one execution cycle has been met (green
branch of the tree in widget(4, 3), and widget(4, 2)). Ten
tests have passed (widget(5, 1)), one has failed (widget(4,
1)), and there are no inconclusive tests (widget(3, 1)). The
tester can navigate through each of these three test verdict
widgets to access more detailed information about each individual verdict, including the comparison between expected
and actual payloads. The widget at (5, 3) displays the number
of generated tests for each request from the scheduler. The
widget at (1, 3) shows the coverage metric on the operations
of the services that have been invoked in the scenario.
4.2 Impact of the MIDAS prototype on the Dedalus testing
process

Fig. 17: Test scenario of the Healthcare Pilot.

– a few templates for the exchanged payloads; the length of
the templates varies between 6 and 40 lines;
– a configuration file with parameters and policies (e.g. the
stopping conditions for the functional testing such as the
maximum number of failed tests). Its content is shown in
Appendix C;
– an optional initial test generation directive file, that can
be provided by the end user, but is not necessary since the
scheduler will produce the directives as needed during the
test session. It is mentioned here for the sake of completeness and to reference its content, shown in Appendix D.
The TCM and the SBM are specific to this test environment and campaign. The SIM, i.e. the collection of WSDL
and XSD files, is exactly the same as that of the system in
production. The templates have been generated with SoapUI
[5], then configured with specific sets of values or with reg-

The automated generation of test cases brought by the
MIDAS prototype reduces dramatically the effort that was
formerly dedicated to test case handwriting. Moreover, the
Dedalus custom-built test framework is able to support only
service unit testing. End-to-end tests of service compositions
with MIDAS require only the drafting of the appropriate
TCM and SBM, which is a challenging task, but is accomplished once the models are relatively stable and the generation/run of test suites that evolves following the maintenance
process (the cycle test/debug for progression tests, re-tests,
regression tests) can be performed in an optimised manner
by using features such as prior probabilities and beliefs and
scheduling/generation policies.
With the potentially unlimited amount of large test cases
that can be produced, the optimisation of the test sessions is
a must. The Dedalus custom-built test framework does not
have any support for test case prioritisation and optimisation
of test case generation. The MIDAS intelligent scheduler
and evidence-based planning facility propose solutions to the
optimisation problem that are technically operational, potentially very powerful and whose usage has been experienced
by the Dedalus users. We and, above all, our users shall
constitute assets of experience and know-how in testing using
advanced features such as the test generation based on formal
methods, test prioritisation, scheduling and planning based on
probabilistic graphical reasoning in different testing contexts.
Last but not least, with the Dedalus custom-built test
framework, every change in the deployed DSUT (IP addresses, ports, URIs, parameterisations) requires a significant
effort of reconfiguration by hand of each individual test case,
practically preventing any routinisation of the test tasks and,
consequently, any continuous integration approach. With the
MIDAS prototype, the TCM, the SBM and the generated test
suites are independent of the DSUT endpoint locations that
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Fig. 18: Dashboard of the Healthcare Pilot test session.

are indicated as configuration parameters to be instantiated at
test run time.
4.3 Drawbacks and limitations of the MIDAS prototype
Current known drawbacks of the MIDAS prototype concern
manageability and usability issues. We plan to develop productivity tools such as wizards for the Test Configuration
Model and the Service Behaviour Model, to improve the
consoles and dashboards for test generation and execution
and also to implement a Test Data Management System
(including version management) that allows for storage and
query of all models, policies, test suites, logs, reports and
other artefacts (as well as all links between these artefacts)
that are consumed and produced by each test generation and
each test running session.
In terms of matching test outcomes with oracles, the
current approach performs a complete matching over the
corresponding SOAP messages (active oracles). However, it
is also convenient to check only the value of specific fields in
the messages, thus ignoring the other values (passive oracles).
Furthermore, it is also important to allow conditional expressions in the outputs of the oracles to be computed against
previous outputs in the same scenario in order to strengthen
the computation of the verdict against false negatives with respect to generated data by the transfer functions in the PSMs.
Passive oracles and conditional expressions are planned in the
next releases.
We are also enhancing the treatment of timeouts. We will
provide a collection of timer types to be instantiated in the
PSMs in order to enable the user to specify: (i) reply timers

– that are set on responses to requests that must be obtained
in specified time intervals; (ii) causality timers – that are set
on actions that have been caused by previous interactions and
must be effected in specified time intervals; (iii) delay timers
– that are set on actions that must not be taken before defined
time intervals. These timers allow extensively testing time
constrained service behaviour.
Quiescence [80] is not explicitly handled in the MIDAS
prototype. Quiescence explicitly represents the fact that no
output is provided in some system states. For example, an
ATM’s state after having delivered the requested amount of
money should be quiescent: it should not produce any other
output until further input is given, meaning it should not
deliver the money twice. On the contrary, the state before
delivering the money should not be quiescent. When a system
under test has quiescent and non-quiescent states, the test
system must decide whether the verdict should be pass, fail,
inconclusive, error or none. In the MIDAS prototype, if a
response to a request is emitted twice, it is silently ignored on
the receiving end. Therefore, a state that must be quiescent is
not explicitly checked for that property. A timeout is triggered
when facing a quiescent state that should not be quiescent,
producing a fail verdict. Quiescence testing will be provided
in the next releases.
Controllability is not handled as such. We understand
controllability as the ability of an external input to move the
internal state of a service from an initial state to a final state
in a finite time interval. In a grey-box testing approach, the
observability of a service under test is limited to the exchange
of messages with its interlocutors. Since its internal states are
not observable, they are not controllable any more. We can
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only test the view of the internal state that is provided as
a resource that can be read, set and reset with the ancillary
operations getState, setState and resetState anywhere in a
test scenario (a PSM). The PSM author defines the resource
structure and content and implements the ancillary operations
on the service under test allowing testing post-conditions
on the service operations defined not only on the type and
content of the response, but also on the content of the read
state resource. Conversely, controllability in the sense of
whether a Web service has compatible partners [53] is not
considered in this approach.
WS-BPEL [66] is a scripting language that allows quickly
implementing Web service orchestrators, i.e. service components that centralise the control and data flow between
the other components of a services architecture. Note that
WS-BPEL scripts orchestrate only SOAP services. As such,
white-box testing of WS-BPEL scripts can provide valuable
feedback on the correctness of the end to end interaction
scenarios between the components of an orchestrated Web
services architecture. White-box test methods for WS-BPEL
orchestrators are not currently implemented in the MIDAS
prototype. An academic partner external to the MIDAS
project has implemented a BPEL verification and whitebox test method [26]. The MIDAS prototype is not only a
SaaS, but also an open PaaS that enables researchers and
practitioners to upload, register, install and try out on the
MIDAS SaaS custom-built test methods and tools, and invoke
them through the MIDAS generic API and GUI. We are
working with our partner to include its WS-BPEL test method
in the MIDAS test method catalogue.

5 Evaluation of the MIDAS prototype
Dedalus has carried out a study to assess the interest of the
prototype after having run several test sessions. To analyse
the impact of the MIDAS prototype on the efficacy and efficiency of the testing process, Dedalus has defined indicators
in the following categories: (i) cost, (ii) performance, and (iii)
quality.
5.1 Cost indicators
The cost indicators are related to: (i) the staff training effort,
(ii) the cumulated efforts of both the building of the test
campaigns and the test campaign result analysis. The effort
is measured in terms of person/days spent by the R&D team
to accomplish the involved tasks.
In terms of the training effort, it took approximately 6
days to train one software analyst to support the phases of
test planning, design and analysis, and approximately 4 days
to train one software tester/developer to put in place the test
implementation, execution and reporting phases. Note that
there does not yet exist packaged training courses, and the
training process has been conducted mainly on-the-job with
the remote support of a tutor. These costs are acceptable to
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Dedalus with respect to the expectation of improving the
overall quality and reducing costs and delays of the software
development process.
The cumulated effort spent for the test campaigns (building and analysis) amounts to 50 person/days. It is important
to note that this cost has been measured starting from the
availability of a running and stable version of the MIDAS
prototype and does not take into account any iterations during
the MIDAS project due to the deployment of alpha and
beta versions of the prototype and the beta testing activity
performed by the Dedalus team on the prototype itself. This
measure of the costs in terms of person/days is objective and
has supported a more general re-assessment of the costs of
installing and deploying a software product of the complexity
of the Healthcare Pilot, and of the expected revenue and
profit, in a situation in which the MIDAS testing technology
was available. This assessment can be completed only by
considering the performance indicators as well.
5.2 Performance indicators
The considered key performance indicators (KPI) are:
– Efficiency – degree of optimization of the engineering
process from the development up to the delivery and
maintenance phases;
– Effectiveness – number of defects that can be discovered
and the distribution of the discovery in the phases of the
engineering cycle (the earlier in the cycle, the higher the
effectiveness indicator).
The CCN project is a typical Dedalus customer project. In
its study, Dedalus has compared its Economic Evaluation
Sheet with other three customer provisions using similar technology (X1.V1, the Dedalus software product implementing
the aforementioned services [13]) and the same economic
quotation. In all of these scenarios the estimated costs for the
configuration, distribution, installation and operation of the
solution sum up to 50% of the total value of the provision
itself and the corresponding effort amounts to about 550 person/days. More precisely, the activities that contribute to this
cost are: (i) software tuning and configuration, (ii) integration
with third party software (target of the MIDAS technology),
(iii) internal testing, (iv) integration testing of the overall architecture (target of the MIDAS technology), (v) training, and
(vi) delivery and operation. The integration testing activity
evaluates to around 15% and the corresponding effort is about
80 person/days. When compared to the aforementioned cost
of 50 person/days, the reduction of more than 35% for this
activity is significant. Effective model driven and automated
SOA testing approaches also have an impact on the costs for
the integration with third party software, which is evaluated to
35% of the total cost with a corresponding effort of about 190
person/days. In a conservative assumption of reducing the
costs of this phase by around 20% (corresponding to about
35 person/days), the total reduction of the cost of the overall
provision would be around 13%.
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On the other hand, it is important to stress that, in the
evaluation of the MIDAS prototype, Dedalus has taken into
account two critical aspects regarding the supply of its X1.V1
solutions:
– In the tenders, Dedalus conservatively increases, in the
Economic Evaluation Sheets, the costs estimation for
customisations, as well as the integration and testing of
SOA solutions. The marketing department faces the usual
dilemma: either increase the total fee of the provision
(which for public tenders results in huge competitive
disadvantages) or increase the company investment risk.
– Licensing and maintenance costs are always overestimated because of the unpredictable cost of “in production” maintenance activities. With more effective testing,
the maintenance costs could be stabilised and business
models could significantly change by allowing innovative
models like pay-per-use and pay-per-performance.
These two aspects are even more relevant in terms of scalability of the provision value and confidence in the return
on investment. This is especially true for a platform like
X1.V1 which Dedalus aims at becoming the corner-stone of
complete, end-to-end SOA solutions whose volume of transactions, actors, users, accesses has the potential to increase
exponentially and so does the possibility for revenues. For
the Effectiveness KPI, the most important point is to find, as
early as possible, the largest amount of bugs, inconsistencies,
defects or issues in the software system to be deployed in the
provisions. In order to evaluate the impact of MIDAS on this
fundamental KPI, Dedalus has considered the following two
indicators:
– number of generated tests for the testing campaign;
– number of revealed true defects (not false positives).
While in the past engineers have been able to manually write
a few tens of tests for every interface using Dedalus custombuilt testing framework, and considering that the focus is on
very complex “service data models”, the ability to increase
the number of test cases by two orders of magnitude (around
5000) and achieving this automatically at a very early stage
is an important advantage. During the development of the
HSSP IXS and RLUS services – which preceded the MIDAS
project by two years – a Dedalus partner of the CCN project
conducted a manual black-box testing campaign concerning
functionalities related to a few CRUD (Create, Read, Update, Delete) operations on resources and reported 10 testing
issues. Out of those issues, seven were false positives and
three were related to actual failures. The small amount of
failures compared to the false positives can be explained by
the fact that the most complex elements in the requests are
query expressions that require rather good knowledge of the
XML based semantic signifiers (CDA2, XDW), as well as
of the XPath language [12]. These issues were related to an
incorrect use of the expression language in the RLUS query
operations. When using the MIDAS prototype for testing, of
thousands of test cases, only one edge case which turned out
to be a false positive was revealed (the result of a "hole" in

the PSM specifications). This demonstrates that the proposed
technology based on test massive generation and dynamic
prioritisation allows for covering a high number of cases
that can hardly be foreseen or even imagined with data
payloads of this complexity, thus maximising testing efficacy
and efficiency.
5.3 Quality indicators
The quality indicators taken into account are: (i) the confidence in software quality; (ii) the capability to reveal the
majority of failures not later than the integration testing
phase; (iii) the reduction of delays.
In terms of confidence in software quality, Dedalus estimates that the use of the MIDAS technology would increase
the level of trustworthiness to “very confident” in about 90%
of cases, considering that the “confident” level is necessary
to embrace novel and less conservative business models.
In the past a great number of failures were discovered
during the user acceptance phase or while the software was
already in production. Dedalus estimates that the MIDAS
technology has the firm potential to concentrate the discovery
of defects in the early stages, and to significantly reduce the
cost of late defect discovery.
In terms of reduction of delays, the critical factor is the
ability to employ the technology from the start of the development cycle. Dedalus estimates that the MIDAS technology
allows for the adoption of a continuous DevOps model.
However, on this point experience feedback on new projects
is still needed.
5.4 Licensing
As the MIDAS prototype is a SaaS, there is no specific
licensing issue for the user as it would be for traditional
software installed on premises. The end user basically has
two access points to MIDAS: through a Web application
accessible from a browser, or through APIs (today SOAP
Web services). An industrial SaaS, simplyTestify, is being
developed by Simple Engineering, a start-up partner of the
MIDAS project that will run an early adopter free trial
programme beginning the last quarter of 2016 [14], and the
fully accessible commercial offer, on a pay-as-you-go basis
including free tier, in the course of 2017.

6 Conclusion
The collection of functional test automation methods of the
MIDAS prototype covers all the service functional test tasks,
including the most “intelligent” and knowledge-intensive
ones. These test methods bring solutions to tough functional
test automation problems such as: (i) the configuration of the
automated test execution system against large and complex
services architectures, (ii) the test input generation based
on formal methods and temporal logic, (iii) the test oracle
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generation based on formal functional and behavioural specification of services, (iv) the intelligent dynamic scheduling
of test cases, and (v) the intelligent, evidence-based, reactive
planning of test sessions. Furthermore, the test automation
methods are provided as services, allowing the MIDAS user
to invoke them individually, to easily combine them in complex procedures and to routinise their usage in automated
service integration and delivery processes. The MIDAS prototype has been utilised and evaluated by the MIDAS pilot partners on real-world use cases in the healthcare and
logistics industries. New trials for assessing and refining
advanced features such as model-based generation, dynamic
scheduling and reactive planning for progression testing, retesting and regression testing are in progress on other realworld operational services architectures.
There are several improvements of the core technology
that are already planned, but the most important evolution/extension is the testing of distributed systems that integrate connected objects (IoT). The challenge is to apply the MIDAS
approach of "extreme" automation of functional testing to the
new large-scale distributed architectures involving systems,
services/APIs, mobile and stationary connected objects. We
shall extend the portfolio of the observed interaction protocols, beyond SOAP, HTTP/XML, HTTP/JSON, to Web
sockets [83], MQTT [67], CoAP [43] etc., and adapt the test
generation, execution, scheduling and planning mechanisms
of the current MIDAS prototype to these new distributed
architectures. Moreover, the deployment of the MIDAS testing technology on cloud allows for facing the scalability
challenge. In particular, we plan to enhance, for large scale
hw/sw distributed systems, the probabilistic methods that
have been proved in the past to be particularly well adapted to
the testing and troubleshooting of complex systems [45][79]
and are currently utilised for scheduling and planning within
the MIDAS prototype.
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A TCM documents of Virtual Portal and MPIIXS
components

32

33

This section shows the contents of the Test Configuration
Model XML documents of the Virtual Portal and MPIIXS components, and of the complete topology depicted in
Fig. 16.
A.1 TCM document of Virtual Portal

34

35

36
37

1

2

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="
no"?>
<sca:composite xmlns:sca="http://docs.oasis-open.
org/ns/opencsa/sca/200903" xmlns:wsdli="http
://www.w3.org/ns/wsdl-instance" name="portal.
composite" targetNamespace="urn:dedalus:
sca4saut:portal">

1

2

<sca:component name="portal.component">

5
6
7

8

9

<sca:reference name="POCDPatientMQReference">
<sca:interface.wsdl interface="http://www.omg.
org/spec/IXS/201212#wsdl.porttype(
IXSMgmtAndQueryInterface)"/>
<sca:binding.ws wsdlElement="http://www.omg.
org/spec/IXS/201212#wsdl.port(
POCDPatientMQService)" wsdli:wsdlLocation
="http://www.omg.org/spec/IXS/201212
POCDPatientMQService/midasixsmqpocdpatient
.wsdl"/>
</sca:reference>

12

13

14

<sca:reference name="RLUSCDA2ReportReference">
<sca:interface.wsdl interface="urn:dedalus:
rlus:cda2report#wsdl.porttype(RLUSPortType
)"/>
<sca:binding.ws wsdlElement="urn:dedalus:rlus:
cda2report#wsdl.port(RLUSService)" wsdli:
wsdlLocation="urn:dedalus:rlus:cda2report
RLUSCDA2ReportService/midasrluscda2report.
wsdl"/>
</sca:reference>

4

17
18

19

20

21

<sca:reference name="RLUSAuxReference">
<sca:interface.wsdl
interface="urn:dedalus:rlus:aux#wsdl.
porttype(RLUSAuxInterface)" />
<sca:binding.ws wsdlElement="urn:dedalus:rlus:
aux#wsdl.port(RLUSService)"
wsdli:wsdlLocation="urn:dedalus:rlus:aux
RLUSAuxService/midasaux_rlus.wsdl" />
</sca:reference>

6
7

8

9

24
25

26
27

28

29
30
31

<sca:reference name="IXSAuxReference">
<sca:interface.wsdl
interface="http://www.omg.org/spec/IXS
/201212#wsdl.porttype(IXSAuxInterface)"
/>
<sca:binding.ws
wsdlElement="http://www.omg.org/spec/IXS
/201212#wsdl.port(IXSAuxService)"
wsdli:wsdlLocation="http://www.omg.org/spec/
IXS/201212 IXSAuxService/midasaux_ixs.
wsdl" />
</sca:reference>
</sca:component>

<sca:service name="POCDPatientAdminService">
<sca:interface.wsdl interface="http://www.omg.
org/spec/IXS/201212#wsdl.porttype(
IXSAdminEditorInterface)"/>
<sca:binding.ws wsdlElement="http://www.omg.
org/spec/IXS/201212#wsdl.port(
POCDPatientAdminService)" wsdli:
wsdlLocation="http://www.omg.org/spec/IXS
/201212 POCDPatientAdminService/
midasixsadminpocdpatient.wsdl"/>
</sca:service>

10
11
12

13

14

<sca:service name="POCDPatientMQService">
<sca:interface.wsdl interface="http://www.omg.
org/spec/IXS/201212#wsdl.porttype(
IXSMgmtAndQueryInterface)"/>
<sca:binding.ws wsdlElement="http://www.omg.
org/spec/IXS/201212#wsdl.port(
POCDPatientMQService)" wsdli:wsdlLocation
="http://www.omg.org/spec/IXS/201212
POCDPatientMQService/midasixsmqpocdpatient
.wsdl"/>
</sca:service>

15
16
17

22
23

<sca:component name="mpi.ixs.component">

5

15
16

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="
no"?>
<sca:composite xmlns:s4s="http://www.midas-project
.eu/xmlns/sca4saut" xmlns:sca="http://docs.
oasis-open.org/ns/opencsa/sca/200903" xmlns:
wsdli="http://www.w3.org/ns/wsdl-instance"
name="mpi.ixs.composite" targetNamespace="urn:
dedalus:sca4saut:mpiixs">

3

10
11

</sca:composite>

A.2 TCM document of MPIIXS

3
4

<sca:reference multiplicity="0..1" name="
POCDPatientMQReference" promote="portal.
component/POCDPatientMQReference"/>
<sca:reference multiplicity="0..1" name="
RLUSCDA2ReportReference" promote="portal.
component/RLUSCDA2ReportReference"/>
<sca:reference multiplicity="0..1" name="
RLUSAuxReference" promote="portal.component/
RLUSAuxReference" />
<sca:reference multiplicity="0..1" name="
IXSAuxReference" promote="portal.component/
IXSAuxReference" />

18

19

<sca:service name="IXSMetadataService">
<sca:interface.wsdl interface="http://www.omg.
org/spec/IXS/201212#wsdl.porttype(
IXSMetaDataInterface)"/>
<sca:binding.ws wsdlElement="http://www.omg.
org/spec/IXS/201212#wsdl.port(IXSMetadata)
" wsdli:wsdlLocation="http://www.omg.org/
spec/IXS/201212 IXSMetadataService/
midasixsmeta.wsdl"/>
</sca:service>

20
21

</sca:component>

22
23

<sca:service name="POCDPatientMQService" promote
="mpi.ixs.component/POCDPatientMQService"/>

24
25

</sca:composite>
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B.1 SBM document of Virtual Portal

A.3 TCM document of the complete topology
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11

12
13

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="
no"?>
<sca:composite
xmlns:mpi="urn:dedalus:sca4saut:mpiixs"
xmlns:auxixs="urn:dedalus:sca4saut:auxixs"
xmlns:repo="urn:dedalus:sca4saut:repositoryrlus"
xmlns:auxrlus="urn:dedalus:sca4saut:auxrlus"
xmlns:portal="urn:dedalus:sca4saut:portal"
xmlns:sca="http://docs.oasis-open.org/ns/opencsa/
sca/200903"
xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:wsdli="http://www.w3.org/ns/wsdl-instance"
xmlns:s4s="http://www.midas-project.eu/xmlns/
sca4saut"
name="standardportal.saut"
targetNamespace="urn:dedalus:sca4saut:
standardportal.saut">

14
15

17
18
19
20

21

22

23

24

25

1
2

4
5

6

7

8

9

10

<sca:component name="virtual_portal">
<sca:property name="virtual" />
<sca:property name="init" />
<sca:implementation.composite name="portal:
portal.composite" />
<sca:reference name="POCDPatientMQReference"
target="mpiixs/POCDPatientMQService" />
<sca:reference name="RLUSCDA2ReportReference"
target="reporlus/RLUSCDA2ReportService" />
<sca:reference name="RLUSAuxReference" target="
auxrlus/RLUSAuxService" />
<sca:reference name="IXSAuxReference" target="
auxixs/IXSAuxService" />
</sca:component>

11

12

13

14

28

29
30

16
17
18

19

<sca:component name="mpiixs">
<sca:implementation.composite name="mpi:mpi.ixs
.composite" />
<sca:service name="POCDPatientMQService"/>
</sca:component>

20

<sca:component name="auxixs">
<sca:implementation.composite name="auxixs:
auxiliary.ixs.composite" />
<sca:service name="IXSAuxService"/>
</sca:component>

25

21

33

34
35
36
37

23
24

38

39
40
41
42
43

44
45

27

<state id="ixs_reset">
<transition target="rlus_reset" event="
IXSAuxReference::reset::output">
<log expr="’Reset of IXS’"/>
<send eventexpr="’RLUSAuxReference::reset::
input’" namelist="aux_reset_request_rlus
"/>
</transition>
</state>

29
30
31

32
33

<sca:component name="auxrlus">
<sca:implementation.composite name="auxixs:
auxiliary.rlus.composite" />
<sca:service name="RLUSAuxService"/>
</sca:component>

46
47

26

28

<sca:component name="reporlus">
<sca:implementation.composite name="repo:
repository.rlus.composite" />
<sca:service name="RLUSCDA2ReportService"/>
</sca:component>

<state id="initial">
<transition target="ixs_reset">
<log expr="’Initial stimulus for reset of IXS
’"/>
<send eventexpr="’IXSAuxReference::reset::
input’" namelist="stimulus_payload"/>
</transition>
</state>

22

31
32

<datamodel>
<data id="stimulus_payload" src="
resetRequestIXS.xml"/>
<data id="aux_get_request_ixs" src="
getRequestIXS.xml"/>
<data id="aux_reset_request_rlus" src="
resetRequestRLUS.xml"/>
<data id="aux_reset_request_ixs" src="
resetRequestIXS.xml"/>
<data id="aux_set_request_rlus" src="
setRequestMarcoRLUS.xml"/>
<data id="aux_get_request_rlus" src="
getRequestRLUS.xml"/>
<data id="rlus_put_request" src="
putRequestMarco.xml"/>
<data id="findIdentitiesByTraits_input" src="
findIdentitiesByTraitsMarcoReq.xml"/>
<data id="createIdentityFromEntity_input" src="
createIdentityFromEntityMarcoReq.xml"/>
</datamodel>

15

26
27

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<scxml xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
-instance" xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2005/07/
scxml" xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.w3.org
/2005/07/scxml http://www.w3.org/2011/04/SCXML
/scxml.xsd" initial="initial" name="b0portal.
psm" version="1.0">

3

<sca:property name="saut" />

16

25

34
35

<state id="rlus_reset">
<transition target="patient_not_found" event="
RLUSAuxReference::reset::output">
<log expr="’Reset of RLUS’"/>
<send eventexpr="’POCDPatientMQReference::
findIdentitiesByTraits::input’" namelist="
findIdentitiesByTraits_input"/>
</transition>
</state>

36
37

</sca:composite>

38

B SBM documents of Virtual Portal and MPIIXS
components

39

This section shows the contents of the Service Behaviour
Model XML documents of the the Virtual Portal and MPIIXS
components, depicted in Fig. 17.

41

40

42

<state id="patient_not_found">
<transition target="patient_created" event="
POCDPatientMQReference::
findIdentitiesByTraits::output">
<log expr="’Patient not found’"/>
<send eventexpr="’POCDPatientMQReference::
createIdentityFromEntity::input’" namelist
="createIdentityFromEntity_input"/>
</transition>
</state>

43
44

<state id="patient_created">

26

45

46
47

48
49
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<transition target="ixs_checked" event="
POCDPatientMQReference::
createIdentityFromEntity::output">
<log expr="’Patient created’"/>
<send eventexpr="’IXSAuxReference::get::input
’" namelist="aux_get_request_ixs"/>
</transition>
</state>

98
99

<final id="final"/>

100
101

</scxml>

B.2 SBM document of MPIIXS

50
51
52

53
54

55
56

<state id="ixs_checked">
<transition target="rlus_initialized" event="
IXSAuxReference::get::output">
<log expr="’IXS checked’"/>
<send eventexpr="’RLUSAuxReference::set::input
’" namelist="aux_set_request_rlus"/>
</transition>
</state>

1
2

3
4

5

57
58
59

60
61

62
63

<state id="rlus_initialized">
<transition target="patient_found" event="
RLUSAuxReference::set::output">
<log expr="’RLUS initialized’"/>
<send eventexpr="’POCDPatientMQReference::
findIdentitiesByTraits::input’" namelist="
findIdentitiesByTraits_input"/>
</transition>
</state>

65
66

67
68

69
70

6
7
8

9

10

64

<state id="patient_found">
<transition target="report_stored" event="
POCDPatientMQReference::
findIdentitiesByTraits::output">
<log expr="’Patient found"/>
<send eventexpr="’RLUSCDA2ReportReference::put
::input’" namelist="rlus_put_request"/>
</transition>
</state>

11

12

13

73

74
75

76
77

<state id="report_stored">
<transition target="rlus_checked" event="
RLUSCDA2ReportReference::put::output">
<log expr="’Report stored’"/>
<send eventexpr="’RLUSAuxReference::get::input
’" namelist="aux_get_request_rlus"/>
</transition>
</state>

15
16

79
80

81
82

83
84

<state id="rlus_checked">
<transition target="ixs_final_reset" event="
RLUSAuxReference::get::output">
<log expr="’RLUS checked’"/>
<send eventexpr="’IXSAuxReference::reset::
input’" namelist="stimulus_payload"/>
</transition>
</state>

87

88
89

90
91

18

20

<state id="ixs_final_reset">
<transition target="rlus_final_reset" event="
IXSAuxReference::reset::output">
<log expr="’Report stored, IXS reset.’"/>
<send eventexpr="’RLUSAuxReference::reset::
input’" namelist="aux_reset_request_rlus
"/>
</transition>
</state>

22
23

24

26
27

94

95
96
97

<state id="rlus_final_reset">
<transition target="final" event="
RLUSAuxReference::reset::output">
<log expr="’RLUS finally reset’"/>
</transition>
</state>

<state id="creation">
<transition event="POCDPatientMQService::
createIdentityFromEntity::input" target="
find">
<log expr="’[IXS] Creation of the patient
record’"/>
<send eventexpr="’POCDPatientMQService::
createIdentityFromEntity::output’"
namelist="createIdentityFromEntity_output
"/>
</transition>
</state>

28
29
30

92
93

<state id="initial">
<transition event="POCDPatientMQService::
findIdentitiesByTraits::input" target="
creation">
<log expr="’[IXS] First lookup of patient
failed’" />
<send eventexpr="’POCDPatientMQService::
findIdentitiesByTraits::output’"
namelist="
findIdentitiesByTraits_output_NOTFOUND
"/>
</transition>
</state>

21

25

85
86

17

19

78

<datamodel>
<data id="findIdentitiesByTraits_input" src="
findIdentitiesByTraitsMarcoReq.xml"/>
<data id="
findIdentitiesByTraits_output_NOTFOUND" src
="findIdentitiesByTraitsMarcoResp_NOTFOUND.
xml"/>
<data id="findIdentitiesByTraits_output" src="
findIdentitiesByTraitsMarcoResp.xml"/>
<data id="createIdentityFromEntity_input" src="
createIdentityFromEntityMarcoReq.xml"/>
<data id="createIdentityFromEntity_output" src
="createIdentityFromEntityMarcoResp.xml"/>
</datamodel>

14

71
72

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<scxml initial="initial" name="mpi.ixs.psm"
version="1.0"
xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2005/07/scxml"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchemainstance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.w3.org/2005/07/
scxml http://www.w3.org/2011/04/SCXML/scxml.
xsd">

31

32

33
34

<state id="find">
<transition event="POCDPatientMQService::
findIdentitiesByTraits::input" target="
final">
<log expr="’[IXS] Second lookup of patient
succeeded’"/>
<send eventexpr="’POCDPatientMQService::
findIdentitiesByTraits::output’" namelist
="findIdentitiesByTraits_output"/>
</transition>
</state>
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35
36
37

1

<final id="final"/>
</scxml>

2
3

4

C Configuration file

5
6

This section shows the content of the configuration file for
the Healthcare Pilot experiment described in Sect. 4.1.

7
8
9

1
2

3

4

5

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<!-- Service WSDLs are in subdirectories inside
the wsdl directory, with their skeletons -->
<!-- Stimulus payloads are in the same directory
as the WSDL of the called service -->
<!-- Each binding associates a unique psm file to
a unique composite file -->
<!-- Resources files for the PSMs data models (
SOAP message skeletons declared in data) may
not have a path (only their file names). In
this case, the preprocessor will bind those
resources to their concrete path. -->

8
9
10
11

12
13
14

15

16

17

18

19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

11
12

13

14
15
16
17

6
7

10

<sauts>
<saut name="standardportal.saut.composite">
<sautDirectory>sauts</sautDirectory>
<psmDirectory>psms</psmDirectory>
<compositeDirectory>atomicparticipants</
compositeDirectory>
<wsdlDirectory>services</wsdlDirectory>
<binds>
<bind psm="mpi.ixs.psm.scxml" composite="mpi.
ixs.composite" />
<bind psm="auxiliary.ixs.psm.scxml" composite
="auxiliary.ixs.composite" />
<bind psm="auxiliary.rlus.psm.scxml" composite
="auxiliary.rlus.composite" />
<bind psm="b0portal.psm.scxml" composite="
portal.composite" />
<bind psm="repository.rlus.psm.scxml"
composite="repository.rlus.composite"
/>
</binds>
<stimuli>
<stimulus id="stimulus_payload" action="
stimulus_action == reset" payload="
resetRequestIXS.xml" />
</stimuli>
<stopOn>
<or>
<nbMaxExec>0</nbMaxExec>
<nbMaxFail>5</nbMaxFail>
</or>
</stopOn>
</saut>
</sauts>

D Test Generation Directive
This section shows the content of a typical test generation
directive, as can be issued by the dynamic scheduler or the
end user upon first upload of the archive containing all the
DSUT modelling artefacts onto the MIDAS platform, before
invoking the functional test method.

27

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<TestGenSampleInputInfoset>
<generationDirective id="
MethodID_TaskID_GenDirective_0">
<!-- Pluscal designates the use of model
checking through TLA+ -->
<genStrategy>Pluscal</genStrategy>
<defaultTestCaseNumber>3</defaultTestCaseNumber
>
<!-- units allowed are : sec, min, hour, day-->
<timeout unit="sec">600</timeout>
<selectionDirective>
<messagetypes>
<!-- One or more -->
<!-- sautID/participantID/sendingPortID/
operationName/[input|output|fault/
faultType] -->
<messagetype>standardportal.saut/mpi.ixs.
component/POCDPatientMQService/
createIdentityFromEntity/input</
messagetype>
</messagetypes>
</selectionDirective>
</generationDirective>
</TestGenSampleInputInfoset>

